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                Find the process you need

                Our customers need a supplier they can work with to increase productivity while optimizing the finished product. Search our website for your application or processing challenge.
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        Remote Freezer Monitoring


        The CRYOCONNECT® RM remote monitoring system provides the ability to view real time freezer operation and analyze operational data wherever there is online web access.





        Bottom Injection Cooling


        Linde’s ACCU-CHILL® LXC system can be installed in new or on existing process equipment such as mixers, augers, blenders, and kettles. 





        Plate Belt Freezer


        The new CRYOLINE® PB plate belt tunnel freezer crust freezes a variety of difficult to handle products such as marinated portions, sauced foods, semi-liquid products, and others. 





    Always Innovating

    In the food and beverage industry, we work with customers to develop new applications for improved productivity and potential process cost savings. Discover new applications and processes to meet your processing needs.
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    Part of our core technological capabilities at Linde lies in not only helping to freeze and chill food products using cryogenic technology but in using our vast applications expertise to precisely control the temperature





    Linde manages the atmosphere in food processing applications with technologies ranging from freezing and chilling to modified atmosphere packaging.





    Every Linde product has a global network of Linde experts backing it up. The team provides operation guidance, a wide selection of replacement parts, system evaluation and service.
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                                        Ultra Performance Spiral


                                    Horizontal vapor flow enhances productivity.


                                            Small footprint, greater productivity
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                                        Even Chill System


                                    Computer controlled chilling of bulk bins


                                            Fast & accurate bulk chilling
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                                        Continuous Rotary Chiller


                                    Gently tumbled to precise temperature


                                            Quick, thorough, in-line
                                            >
                                

                            

                        
                    

                    
                            
                                
                                        Ultra Performance Flighted


                                    Unique cryogenic production - rapid and precise


                                            Excellent IQF Product Quality
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            CRYOLINE® UPF Ultra Performance Flighted Freezer - for IQF Production 

        

      
          The Ultra Performance Flighted Freezer is ideal for IQF (individually quick frozen) foods. The newest generation provides excellent IQF product quality, high yield, and low freezing costs.

Product video and additional information

      

    



    
        
            CRYOLINE® CVT CryoVantage Tunnel Freezer

        

      
          The CryoVantage Tunnel Freezer excels at lower-cost freezing and chilling for a wide variety of products. Delivering a continuous, dependable performance and capitalizing on a robust foundation that can last for years, the CryoVantage Tunnel Freezer is ideal for new operations with room to grow.

Ensure quick, thorough freezing of product at a lower cost 

      

    



    
        
            CRYOLINE® UPS Ultra Performance PLUS Spiral Freezer

        

      
          Recent updates, including the new horizontal vapor flow, improves productivity in the same compact space. Space saving features, production details and an animation of the equipment in action are provided to help understand the benefits of a spiral freezing system from Linde.

Improve your productivity

      

    



    
        
            ACCU-CHILL® Cryogen Injection Cooling for Mixing and Blending 

        

      
          Linde cryogenic gases - either carbon dioxide or liquid nitrogen - can be used to help ensure food safety and product quality. Either batch or continuous blending and grinding operations experience the benefits of direct injection.

Enhance production using cryogenic injection cooling

      

    



            

        

    



                


    
        
    
            Contact Us

        	
                1-844-44LINDE

                    Ask a question, Request a quote

                            



    











    SPNA - Seafood Processing North America

    
            Seafood Expo North America and Seafood Processing North America is North America’s largest seafood exposition. Exhibiting suppliers offer the newest seafood products, processing and packaging equipment, and services available in the seafood market. Linde is in booth #1465

                Registration and Conference Information


    





    International Pizza Expo

    
            The annual International Pizza Expo will showcase top suppliers to the pizza industry in Las Vegas, Nevada March 19-21. Linde (Booth #1549) will exhibit applications for production of individually quick frozen ingredients and cryogenic freezing of crusts and cooling of cooked sauces.

                Official Web Site for information and registration
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